
BUG Title Sequence
Director: Lars Holmgren
Production Company: Locomotion
UK 2009

MGMT – Kids
Director: Ray Tintori
Production Company: Partizan
Record Company: Columbia
USA 2009

Franz Ferdinand – Can’t Stop Feeling
Director: Russell Weekes
Production Company: Warp Films
Record Company: Domino
UK 2009

Birdy Nam Nam – The Parachute
Ending
Director: Steve Scott & Will Sweeney
Production Company: Not To Scale
Record Company: Has Been/Savoir Faire
UK/France 2009

We Have Band – You Came Out
Director: David Wilson
Production Company: BlinkInk
UK 2009

Lily Allen – Fuck You
Director: AB/CD/CD
Production Company: Frenzy Paris
Record Company: EMI France
UK/France 2009

Oh No Ono – Swim
Director: Adam Hashemi
Production Company: Bacon
Record Company: Morningside Records
Denmark 2009

Octocat Adventures (2008)
????? (2009)
Son of Rambow animation (2007)
Please Say Something (2009)
Director: David OReilly

U2 – I’ll Go Crazy if I Don’t Go Crazy
Tonight
Director: David OReilly
Production Company: Colonel Blimp
Record Company: Mercury Records
Ireland/UK 2009

Jemapur – Aannatt
Director: Max Hattler
Production Company: W+K Tokyo Lab
UK/Germany/Japan 2008

The Dead Weather – Treat Me Like
Your Mother
Director: Jonathan Glazer
Production Company: Academy Films
Record Company: Warner Bros
US/Columbia UK
UK/USA 2009

Kid 606 – Mr Wobble’s Nightmare
Director: Joel Trussell
Production Company: One Small Step
Record Company: Tigerbeat
USA 2009

Also featured in tonight’s show:

Kyle Andrews – Sushi
Director: Dennis Liu

Fredo Viola – The Sad Song de Bra
Director: Fredo Viola

Welcome to BUG, the home of music video creativity at the BFI Southbank,
introduced as ever by BUG’s brilliant guide and host Adam Buxton.

And for our 14th show we have a typical selection of brilliant innovation,
invention, controversy, humour, and technical ingenuity from the world of
music video. And to top it all off, we have a very special guest: David
OReilly, one of the most individual and idiosyncratic talents working in
moving image-making, who arrives at BUG having just made a very rare
foray into what Adam prefers to call ‘pop vids’.

But we start with the latest video for MGMT – it’s the long-awaited official
video to their ubiquitous Kids, by the band’s longtime collaborator Ray
Tintori. Influenced by 80s horror movies like They Live and The Thing, it
features folk musician Joanna Newsom, cast (against type) as a glamorous
mum, grotesque puppet monsters and makeup, a climactic animated
sequence (by Christy Karacas) – and amidst it all, a toddler apparently
traumatized by the whole experience. Ray Tintori has explained that the
hysterical 18 month old was not at all bothered by the monsters, he was
just getting cranky under the lights. So we’ve put our moral qualms aside…

Less controversial is Franz Ferdinand’s brand new video by young English
director Russell Weekes. Russell’s no-budget video for SJ Esau featured in an
earlier BUG, and his video for Can’t Stop Feeling again demonstrates his
knack for simple yet imaginative visual humour. Having decided that the
video wipe effect has fallen hopelessly out of fashion, Russell has brought it
back in grand style. Which allows the Franz boys to indulge in some
enjoyable Monkees-style goofing.

That’s followed by the surreal new video for French hip-hop mixmasters
known as Birdy Nam Nam – a collaboration between animator Steve Scott
and cult illustrator Will Sweeney. Will has brought his old-school
underground comix style to previous BNN record sleeves, and now Will and
Steve have created a mind-bending retro sci-fi for the slightly bonkers,
Justice-produced The Parachute Ending – influenced by cult Seventies French
animated feature Planet Sauvage.

As is now customary, at our first break in the main run of videos Adam will
be breaking out his laptop to take a look at what’s taken his fancy online
over the past month or so. On the list of things to share with you are the
YouTube mosaic video for Kyle Andrews’ Sushi by Dennis Liu – the director
who created the smash fan video for Bird And The Bee’s Again and Again
shown at BUG 07 – and the work of Fredo Viola – the New York based
multimedia artist and singer and filmmaker who creates inventive multi-
screen visuals to accompany his own multi-tracked voice.

After the break, we return with the new promo by the hugely talented
animator David Wilson – whose first ever video, the marvellous
Praxinoscope-inspired We Got Time for Moray McLaren, kicked off the last
BUG. Now David has collaborated with Fabian Berglund and Ida Gronblom
of ad agency Weiden & Kennedy to devise another unusual, ingenious
animation, bringing to life the facepaint on unsigned outfit We Have Band,
and telling the song’s storyline of a night of debauchery and excess in the
process. The whole thing took three days, 6,000 frames of footage, and
infinite patience (particularly from the band…).

Next up is a new one for Lily Allen – but not for the latest UK single. Her
British label may not be quite ready to release Fuck You, but there are no
such hang-ups in Europe. This is a French commission, by a directing team
calling themselves AB/CD/CD, in which ‘Lily’ imaginatively vents her
prodigious spleen on various citizens, and landmarks, of Paris. AB/CD/CD
are Arnaud Boutin, Clément Dozier and Camille Dauteuille and the all-
important post-production work here was done at Firm Studio.
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BUG thanks Saatchi & Saatchi for the
brilliant opportunity to share and
showcase some BUG talent. Four directors
from the BUG archives were featured in
the final shortlist of videos that was
shown at the Cannes Lions International
Advertising Festival in June and can be
seen on Saatchi & Saatchi’s New
Directors’ Showcase channel.

This year’s UK Music Video Awards is
now open for entries.
Visit www.ukmva.com to see the
categories and download entry forms. The
entry deadline is 13 August 2009.

calling themselves AB/CD/CD, in which ‘Lily’ imaginatively vents her
prodigious spleen on various citizens, and landmarks, of Paris. AB/CD/CD
are Arnaud Boutin, Clément Dozier and Camille Dauteuille and the all-
important post-production work here was done at Firm Studio.

That’s followed by Adam Hashemi’s eyebrow-raiser for Danish band Oh No
Ono – an involving narrative in which a young boy accompanies his mother
to her shift as a nurse at an old-people’s home. What follows is an
unabashed take on the young lad’s sexual stirrings which eventually
manages to transgress several taboos all at once. And it’s all shot
beautifully, in the classic understated Scandinavian style, by Lasse Frank.

Then Adam will be introducing our very special guest, David OReilly. This
young Irishman was already getting noticed for his animation work while
still a teenager, but having made an extraordinary video for Venetian
Snares back in 2005, he has been mostly engaged with his own
extraordinary animated shorts, which combine the classic elements of
character animation with a very modern, experimental aesthetic. He’s
worked with Shynola, Garth Jennings on Son Of Rambow, and Adam – and
David has won numerous awards at film and animation festivals around
the world – most spectacularly the Berlin Film Festival’s highly prestigious
Golden Bear for best short film earlier this year for his series Please Say
Something. This highly original visual artist (who has even created his own
iPhone application, iHologram) will be discussing his work with Adam and
giving us a taste of many of his previous projects – including Octocat (made
under the pseudonym of a 9 year old named Randy Peters).

But most appropriately, David guests at BUG just as he has finally returned
to music videos. So we are delighted to be able to screen his wonderful new
video for U2’s I’ll Go Crazy if I Don’t Go Crazy Tonight on the big screen at BUG.
It marks an important new step in David OReilly’s career – and it’s a
guaranteed treat.

We return to the main programme of videos with the work of another
acclaimed visual artist. German-born Max Hattler is a Royal College
animation graduate whose Japanese tour of live visuals, videos and shorts
last year led him to be commissioned to make a film for Japanese electronic
artist Jemapur’s delicate track Aanaatt. The result is a mesmerizing and
beautiful stop-motion film – a departure for Max, who usually works in CGI,
but a festival favourite and award winner since its completion late last year.

After our final break with Adam comes a true event. Jonathan Glazer is one
of the legends of music video direction who surely needs no further
introduction. Additions to his acclaimed canon of music videos are now
extremely rare, but The Dead Weather – Jack White’s new side project with
The Kills’ Alison Mosshart – have lured him back into action. And what
action we get: Jack and Alison aim to settle their domestic differences with
a pair of M16s. It’s a new explosive Glazer classic, promising to be quite an
experience on the big screen.

And finally, for a considerable contrast – but lots more black humour –
comes the latest work by brilliant Kentuckian animator Joel Trussell, who in
this case has combined simple live action with his lovely old-school drawn
animation style to create something remarkable: Mr Wobble’s Nightmare, for
hardcore Venezuelan electro artist Kid606. It’s very fruity.

Enjoy the show!

Programme notes and credits compiled by the Filmographic Unit, BFI National Library.
Notes may be edited or abridged. Questions/comments? Email prognotes@bfi.org.uk.

Join the BFI to take priority!
Many of our films and special events sell out
during the member priority booking period. Join
today for just £35 (£20 concessions).
 Priority booking for all films, previews and

festivals including The Times BFI London Film
Festival

 2 free tickets for the same screening and £1
off tickets for you and up to 3 guests at the
BFI Southbank or the BFI IMAX (excluding
The Times BFI London Film Festival)

 A monthly booklet delivered direct to your
door

 20% off BFI books, DVDs and an annual BFI
Library Pass

 35% off an annual Sight & Sound magazine
subscription (save £16)

 Exclusive website offering a free short film
download each month

BFI Membership helps to save film for future
generations to enjoy - pick up a leaflet in the foyer,
visit the Box Office, telephone 020 7815 1374 or
visit www.bfi.org.uk/membership

BFI SOUTHBANK
There’s more to discover about film and television
through the BFI. Our world-renowned archive,
cinemas, festivals, films, publications and learning
resources are here to inspire you.
At BFI Southbank, you can book or pick up
your tickets at a new box office and
information centre.
Browse for books and DVDs in the Filmstore.
Choose from our vast collection of film and
TV to view for free in the Mediatheque, a
brilliant new space designed by award-
winning architects Adjaye/Associates.
Check out artists’ film and video work in the
Gallery.
Meet friends, relax, have a drink or
something to eat in our new benugo bar/café.
See films or take part in wide-ranging
debates, discussions and events in The Studio
or one of our three refurbished cinemas.


